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a speed of sound, y/^RT. 
e internal energy/mass. 
k thermal conductivity. 
/ total length of IPNS or strong interaction region. 
U downstream influence length. 
lu upstream influence length. 
n coordinate normal to wall. 
p pressure. 
IxiQyiflz components of the heat flux vector. 
u, t', w velocities. 
Xd X coordinate of downstream boundaxy of IPNS region. 
Xu X coordinate of upstream boundary of IPNS region. 
Upper case 
C Chapman-Rubesin viscosity constant or an arbitrary constant. 
Cj skin friction coeflBcient. 
Et total energy/volume. 
I 
Fi upstream influence correlation function for ramp flowfields. 
F2 upstream influence correlation function for shock impingement flowfields. 
Fz upstream influence correlation function for expansion comer flowfields. 
F4 downstream influence correlation fimction for expansion comer flowfields. 
J Jacobiaji of transformation. 
K constant or Kelvin temperature. 
L chaxacterisitic length of body geometry. 
£2 norm residual measure of OVERFLOW code. 
M Mach number, Vfa. 
Pr Prandtl number, fiCp/k 
Re Reynolds number, pVL/^i. 
T Temperature 
Vs Velocity magnitude corresponding to boundary-layer edge. 
Greek symbols 
7 ratio of specific heats. 
5 boundary layer thickness. 
zi final - initial value. 
e convergence or disturbance criterion. 
9 turning angle or shock angle. 
ix 
H molecular viscosity. 
(f, 7, C computational coordinates. 
p density. 
a safety factor. 
T shear stress. 
X hypersonic interaction parameter, (M^Ce)/\/Re^ 
uj streamwise pressure gradient splitting function. 
Subscripts 
aw adiabatic wall. 
d downstream. 
e effective or edge value. 
/ friction. 
i inviscid. 
i  streamwise station. 
inf  freestream conditions. 






X local streamwise station 
5 boundeiry-layer edge, 
oo freestream conditions. 
Superscripts 
n previous iteration level. 
n + I CTirrent iteration level being computed, 
p "elliptic" portion of streamwise pressure gradient. 
T transpose. 
* hyperbolic-parabolic portion of streamwise flux vector, E. 
' viscous term without streamwise contribution. 
Abbreviations 
CPU central processing unit. 
HSCT high speed civil transport. 
IPNS iterative PNS method. 
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
NS Navier-Stokes. 
PNS parabolized Navier-Stokes. 
) 
xi 
RMS root mean square of pressure residual (Eq. (5.2)). 
RNS reduced Navier-Stokes. 
UPS upwind parabolized Navier-Stokes. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A very cost-effective method of determining steady-state aerodynamic forces acting 
on supersonic aircraft requires one to solve the "parabolized" N^avier-Stokes (PNS) equa­
tions. These equations are solved using a space-marching technique. In this technique, 
a solution is specified on aji initial data plane and successive downstream planes are ob­
tained by solving the equations with local boundary conditions and solution data from 
the previous plane. In this approach, the computed solutions on each plcine depend 
only on the solutions computed on previous planes. Therefore, this approach cannot 
predict the effects of significant pressure changes (due to geometry, impinging shocks, 
etc..) downstream of the local computed solution plane. 
The most common alternate approach utilizes a time-marching technique where an 
initial solution is required throughout the entire flowfield. Successive solutions in "time" 
are computed by iteratively solving the Navier-Stokes (NS) or thin-layer NS (TLNS) 
equations until no changes are detected in the computed solution. This technique pro­
vides a mechanism for downstream effects but is much more costly (in terms of computer 
time and storage) to implement. 
The ability to know when space-marching methods should be used can reduce compu­
tation and design costs by orders of magnitude. Prior to the current research, there ex­
isted no a priori means of determining where the space-marching approach is inaccurate, 
i.e., when the space-marching solution differs significantly from the NS time-marching 
solution. In those regions where the standard space-maurching method is inaccurate, the 




with NS time-marching methods. As a result, the most cost-effective equations can be 
solved in each region of the flowfield, even for complex geometries. 
In this study, a highly eflScient method has been developed to compute steady, su­
personic flows about complex vehicles such as the proposed high-speed civil transport 
(HSCT). The efliciency is achieved by solving the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations 
throughout the entire flowfield. As is well known [1, 2], the PNS equations can be solved 
(for many applications) using a single-sweep space-marching numerical scheme that sub­
stantially reduces computer time and storage. This is in contrast to the time-marching 
scheme that is normally employed for the complete Navier-Stokes equations. 
Despite their efficiency, one of the major drawbacks of "current day" PNS codes is 
that they cannot be used to compute flows with embedded separated regions which occur 
near canopies, wing-body junctures, blunt leading edges, etc. A common practice is to 
use a NS code in these regions and use a PNS code for the remainder of the flovvfield. 
See, for example. Wood and Thompson [3]. Because of the difficulties associated with 
interfacing two different codes, other investigators have resorted to using a NS code 
for the entire flowfield. This is in spite of the fact that a typical PNS code is one to 
two orders of magnitude faster than a NS code and requires substantially less computer 
storage. 
.An alternative approach that has been used by several investigators [4-14], is to 
modify a NS code so that it can space march the solution in supersonic regions. The 
drawback to this approach is that the NS equations are usually iterated several times at 
each streamwise step as the solution is marched downstream. It has been shown [13, 15] 
that NS codes that have been modified in this fashion axe substantially slower than a 
PNS code in supersonic regions. Since the majority of the inviscid flowfield surrounding 
a high speed vehicle is supersonic, it seems advantageous to utilize a PNS code as the 
primary flow solver. This is the approach that is taken in the present study. 
In order for a PNS-type code to be able to solve the entire flowfield surrounding a 
supersoaic/hypersooic vehicle, it must be able to automaticaily detect and measure the 
extent of embedded regions that produce significant upstream effects. In the present 
study, innovative techniques have been developed to automatically detect and. measure 
the extent of these embedded regions by examining the known body geometry and 
by monitoring the flowfield as the solution proceeds downstream. In these embedded 
"elliptic" regions, the single-sweep space-marching technique is inaccurate. Instead, the 
PNS equations must be solved "globally" in an iterative fashion to duplicate the results 
that would be obtained with a NS code. Once the embedded region is computed, the code 
can return to a space-marching mode until the next embedded region is encountered. 
In the present study, a new iterative algorithm has been developed to globally solve 
the PNS equations in regions that have been determined to produce significant upstream 
effects. The two-dimensional (2-D) version of this iterative PNS (IPNS) cilgorithm has 
been incorporated into NASA's upwind PNS (UPS) code [16, 17]. The new aigorithm 
has been validated by applying it to several 2-D laminar flow test cases that contain 
embedded regions with significant upstream effects. These test cases include supersonic 
flows over ramps, a shock wave impinging on a flat plate, flow over an expansion comer, 
and a body geometry containing multiple embedded regions. The computed results 
are in excellent agreement with NS computations and experimental data. The present 
study has demonstrated the significant savings in computer time and storage that can 
be achieved with this approach. 
The detailed description of this research is presented in the following chapters. In 
chapter 2, the governing equations are presented. Chapter 3 describes the iterative 
PNS (IPNS) method that was developed as part of this study. Chapter 4 presents 
the methods used to automatically detect embedded subsonic/separated regions where 
the standard space-marching approach is inaccurate. This chapter also describes the 
development of correlation functions that allow a priori prediction of the streamwise 
extent of the embeddded regions. In chapter -5. results are given for flows over ramps. 
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shock impingements, flows over expansion corners, and a flow over a body producing 
two embedded regions. Chapter 6 presents the conclusions drawn from this research and 
recommendations for further development are given. 
o 
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The PNS equations axe obtained from the compressible N"avier-Stokes equations by 
neglecting the streamwise viscous terms and dropping the unsteady terms. The PNS 
equations expressed in a general nonorthogonal coordinate system C) sj'e given by 
where 
+ F,, 4-G,^ = 0 (2.1) 
® = (7)®'+(7)^' + (7)«' 
F = (^) (E, - E;) + (^) (Fi - F;) + 
(^)(g,-G;) (2.2) 
G =  (&j(Ei -E; )  +  ( i ) (F , -F; )  +  
( j) (®' ~ 
The prime in the above equations indicates that the streamwise (f direction) viscous 
terms have been dropped. These same viscous terms are also dropped in the thin-layer 
NS equations and the boundary-layer equations. The inviscid (subscript i) and viscous 
(subscript v) flux vectors are given by 
Ei = \pu,pu^+p,puv,fmw,[Et-[-p)uY 
Fi = {j)v,puv,pv'^-irp,pvw,{Ef\-p)vY 
Gi = \j)w.puw.pvw.pw^ + p.{Et + p) tt'l 
( 
6 
7* Ev ~ ^"^xx "I" ^"^xy ~f~ ^'^xz 
Fv ~ ^^7 '^yx'i ^"j^T "^yz^ ^"^yx "^~ ^^yy ^'^ys Qy'^ 
T Gtv — {^7 ^zzj ^"^zx '^'^zy ~f" ^^zz 
where Et = p{e + |(u^ + + lo^)} . In. the present study, the coeflScient of viscosity 
is calculated using Sutherland's equation and the coefficient of thermzJ conductivity is 
computed by assuming a constant Prandtl number. Finally, the system is closed using 
the perfect gas equation of state. 
The PNS equations are a mixed set of hyperbolic-parabolic equations in the stream-
wise direction provided that the inviscid flow is supersonic, the streamwise velocity 
component is every^vhere greater than zero, and the streamwise pressure gradient term 
is either omitted in subsonic regions or the "departure behavior" is suppressed. Vi-
gneron et al. [18] have shown that the PNS equations will remain hjrperbolic-parabolic 
in subsonic (unseparated) regions if only a fraction a; of the streamwise pressure gradient 
is retained. The fraction u is given by 
u} = mtn 1, (2.3) 
1+(7-1)A/?J 
where is the local Mach nimiber in the ^ direction and o* is a safety factor that 
accoimts for nonlinearities in the analysis. Upon incorporating Vigneron's technique 
into the 3-D PNS equations, the E vector becomes 
E = E"-|-EP (2.4) 
where 
E' = ^ 
J 
pu 




























(1 -u;)p 0 0 
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The "elliptic" portion (E'') of the streamwise pressure gradient is omitted in the 
subsonic portion of the flowfield when using a standard single-sweep PNS code. It 
should be noted that the 3-D PNS equations are "elliptic" in each crossflow plane and 
the equations axe solved simultaneously at every cell in the plane. Thus, any "upstream 
effects" occurring in the crossflow plane are automatically calculated. 
s 
3 ITERATIVE PNS ALGORITHM 
Several investigators have extended the single-sweep PNS method to permit the 
computation of flows where upstream infl.uence effects are important. One of the first 
attempts to modify the single-sweep PNS method to compute such flows was described by 
Rakich [19] in 1983. In his approach, the pressure gradient is split using the technique of 
Vigneron et al [18]. A mechanism for incorporating upstream influence effects is provided 
by using a forward difference for the (1-u;) term in Eq. (2.6). 
The method of Bamett and coworkers [20, 21, 22] utilized a similar splitting of the 
pressure gradient but added a pseudo-time term to improve the convergence rate of the 
iterative scheme. The method of Thompson and Anderson [5] utilized a second-order 
e.xpression for the pressure gradient with an added dissipation term to improve the sta­
bility of the method. In 1990, the "line of influence" (Lol) technique was presented 
by Power [23]. This work showed that the dominant mechanism associated with up­
stream influence for separated flows is due to the viscous/inviscid interaction and not 
the acoustic propagation within the subsonic region. 
And finally, the reduced Navier-Stokes (RNS) approach of Rubin and Reddy [24], 
Khosla and Rubin [25], Khosla and Lai [26], has been established as an effective solution 
technique for solving incompressible, subsonic and transonic flows, respectively. The 
RNS method of Kaushik and Rubin [27] has been applied to flows across the entire Mach 
number range and the method of Liang [28] has been applied to supersonic laminar and 
turbulent flowfields. 
In all of these approaches, the iterative procedure is either performed throughout the 
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entire flowfield [5,24-28] or in a region that is defined prior to the computation of the 
flowfield [19-23]. In those methods where the iterative procedure is performed within 
only a portion of the flowfield, the boundaries of the strong interaction region are often 
defined using theoretical approximations and detailed knowledge of the flowfield being 
computed. In the present study, techniques are presented which permit the boimdaries of 
the strong interaction region to be located automatically. These techniques are described 
in the next chapter. 
In this study, the flowfields considered include only those where a single-sweep PNS 
solution is obtainable, but the solution may not be accurate. Included are flowfields 
where the interaction between the inviscid and viscous portions of the flow is strong and 
may produce an embedded separated region. If the flowfield meets these requirements, 
then the present approach to the problem can be described as follows. First, the standard 
PNS solver is used until the beginning of the interaction region is reached. The stajidard 
PNS algorithm is then used to obtain the initial solution in the interaction region. As 
this initial solution is being computed, the pressure is stored at every station in the 
embedded region. After completing the first sweep, the process is repeated but now the 
streamwise pressure gradient is differenced to include downstream effects. The process 
is continued until the specified convergence criterion is met. After a converged solution 
is obtained in the strong interaction region, the standard PNS method is resumed until 
the next embedded region is encountered. 
.As described earlier in this section, there are majiy methods available to modify the 
single-sweep PNS approach so that strong interaction flows can be efficiently computed. 
The current approach is an extension of the method of Rakich [19]. This method is first-
order accurate in the streamwise direction and the number of iterations required for 
convergence is comparable to the number of streamwise points in the embedded region. 
The convergence rate can be accelerated using the method of Bamett and Davis [20]. 
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3.1 Streamwise Pressure Gradient 
Following RaJcich [19], the streamwise pressure gradient is differenced using a first-
order accurate expression on an equally spaced grid as: 
1+1 ( ^P.+i p. P-n Ax Ax (3.1) 
where the subscript ^ -|- 1 indicates the current x station being computed and the super­
script rz +1 indicates the current iteration level. This splitting of the pressure gradient is 
justified by the fact that downstream effects must be accounted for in strong-interaction 
regions, and therefore, the second term requires a forward difference to include these 
effects. 
In order to incorporate Eq. (3.1) into an implicit algorithm, it must be rewritten so 
that it can be placed in "delta" form. Note that the first term on the right hand side of 




where Ap is defined as 
=p?;' - pr' 









Rakich [19] showed how Eq. (3.1) can be rewritten so that the delta form is retained 
and p'^^i appears only in the implicit portion of the expression. This can be accomplished 
by adding and subtracting the quantity (1 —a;)p"''"^ ^ to Eq. (3.1) and regrouping terms 
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so that the final expression is written as: 
= (2u< - 1)£!±!-_A_ 
."+1 
D" — 
This expression for the pressure gradient contains an implicit portion (backward differ­
enced) and an explicit portion (central differenced). This form of differencing is very 
robust because diagonal dominance is maintained when u; approaches zero. The ap­
proach of Rakich caimot be used for supersonic flows with streamwise separation but it 
may be used for attached flows that contain embedded regions where upstream effects 
are important. 
3.2 Downstream Boundary Condition 
The expression for the streamwise pressure gradient (Eq. (3.5)) requires information 
from a point downstream of the IPNS region when computing the last station in the IPNS 
region. Several approaches have been used to implement this boundary condition for 
iterative PNS methods. In the work of Bamett and Davis [20], the boundary condition 
was a Neumann condition where the gradient was obtained from self-similar boundary 
layer theory and supersonic small disturbance theory. In Rakich's work [19] the gradient 
was set equal to the gradient computed with the single-sweep PNS method. In the 
present study, the pressure gradient is assumed to be locally lineeir and the exterior point 
is updated after every sweep, with the gradient set equal to the gradient computed on 
the previous sweep. This boundary condition was found to be more robust than the 
constant PNS gradient [19] method described by Rakich. In addition, this method can 
be easily extended to three-dimensional flows or flows where self-similar assumptions 
may not be valid at the downstream boundary. 
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3.3 Separated Flows 
Specieii treatment is required for separated flows since the streamwise component 
of velocity (u) becomes negative and the convective fluxes are in a direction that is 
opposite to the marching direction. For most problems with a supersonic freestream, 
the magnitude of the negative u velocities is very small. Reyhner eind Fliigge-Lotz [29] 
found that the instability due to the reverse flow can be overcome by replacing pwfj with 
Cp\u\^ in the streamwise momentum equation, and pu^ with Cp\u\^ in the energy 
equation where C is a constant. In their study, the value of C was set at 0.1. This 
approximation of Reyhner and Fliigge-Lotz is referred to cis the FLARE approximation. 
Implementation of the FLARE approximation to the PNS equations has been dis­
cussed by several investigators [5, 20, 21, 23]. Several approaches are possible, including 
setting u = 0, u = |u| or neglecting aJl convection terms when u is negative [21, 23, 30]. 
It has been shown that all of these approaches will yield similar results (Ref. [20, 30]). 
Similar conclusions were obtained in this study. .Also for separated flows, the implicit 
algorithm was modified to improve the diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrix. 
For separated flows, the governing equations are elliptic and the value of uj is zero. 
It was found in this study that the convergence rate of the present scheme for separated 
flows is optimum when the value of UJ is set to zero in the region from the wall to the 
edge of the boundary layer throughout the IPNS region. The resulting differencing of 
the pressure gradient can be thought of as being equivalent to solving the boundary-
layer equations with a known pressure distribution dxiring each streamwise sweep. This 
finding is consistent with the work of Power's [23] where the "line of influence" was used 
to include displacement effects. It is also consistent with interacting boundary-layer 
theory and triple deck theory [31]. In addition, this type of differencing is consistent 
with methods used to solve subsonic flows using a space-marching technique, such as the 
work of Tenpas and Pletcher [32]. For this study, a simple criterion is used to specify 
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the boundary-layer edge and the function u) is written for separated flows as 
J" u; = (3.6) 
1 V > V s  
where V is the local velocity magnitude, and Vs is the velocity magnitude corresponding 
to the boundary-layer edge. The value of is an input parameter which is typically 
between .90 and .95 of the freestream velocity. 
3.4 UPS Code 
The new iterative PNS algorithm has been successfully incorporated into the UPS 
code originally developed by Lawrence et al. [16, 17]. The UPS code solves the parab-
olized Navier-Stokes equations using a fully conservative, finite-volume approach in a 
general aonorthogonal coordinate system. The UPS code was originally developed for 
perfect gas flows and uses an upwind, TVD method based on Roe's approximate Rie-
mann solver [33]. During the last several years, the code has been modified to permit 
the accurate prediction of many types of supersonic and h)rpersonic flows. The 3-D UPS 
code was extended to permit equilibrium and nonequilibrium airflow computations by 
TannehiU et al. [34] and Buelow et al. [35], respectively. Recently, the code has been 
enhanced to include internal flows with hydrogen-air chemistry [36], k — e turbulence 
modelling [37], finite-cataljrtic wall boundary conditions [38], and vibrational and elec­
tronic nonequilibrium effects [39]. In addition, the upwinding used for the approximate 
Riemann solver has been modified to allow upwinding in the subsonic regions [40, 41]. 
The code has been rigorously tested at each stage of development with other codes and 
experimental data for a wide range of flow conditions. 
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4 DETECTION OF REGIONS THAT CAUSE UPSTREAM 
INFLUENCE 
To successfully compute the eatire flowfield stirrounding a supersomc/hypersonic 
vehicle using a PNS code, it is aecessaxy to automaticaily detect and measure the extent 
of embedded regions that produce significant upstreajn effects. In this section, simple 
geometries and flowfields are analyzed that contain only one region with significant 
upstream influence. 
Two methods have been developed to determine the extent of embedded regions 
where upstream effects are important. The first method examines the body geometry 
before the flowfield is computed and the second monitors the local computed solution 
(along with the body geometry) to determine the extent of the embedded region. Further 
details on these methods will be given later in this chapter. Both of these methods 
require correlation functions that accurately predict the extent of the embedded "strong 
interaction" region. 
Correlation functions had to be developed in the present study because of the lack of 
accurate theoretical or empirical relations that could be used for detecting the embedded 
regions. Reviews of theoretical and experimental work in this area are given in Refs. 
[42, 43, 44]. 
4.1 Determination of Correlation Functions 
The correlation functions developed in this study were determined by empirical meth­
ods. Correlation fimctions were obtained for compression ramp, shock impingement, and 
expansion comer flowfields. 
Definitions of the lengths associated with the correlation functions are shown in Fig. 
4.1 for the case of flow over a compression ramp. The distance L is defined as the 
length measured from the leading edge to the source of the disturbance. In the case of 
an impinging shock, L is the location of the impingement point and for an expansion 
comer, L is the location of the comer. The EPNS region is defined to have a length I. In 
the IPNS region, the standard space-marching or PNS approach will be inaccurate and 
the IPNS technique must be used to accurately resolve the flowfield. 
IPNS Region 
Figure 4.1 IPNS geometry nomenclature. 
The present correlation functions accurately predict the streamwise extent of the 
embedded strong interaction region in terms of the ratios of and where 
/u is defined as the length upstream of the source of the disturbance and U is the 
length downstream of the disturbance. The quantity is defined as the boundary 
layer thickness at station L for the undisturbed flow. The ratio is often used in 
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theoretical and empirical studies of separated laminar flows [45-51]. The boundary-layer 
thickness is obtained from an empirical formula given by White [52]: 
where 
r j "  \ - l /3  
= prvHw/pcotloo = (4-2) 
and 
Tatu = ^00(1 + (4.3) 
with the Prandtl number (Pr) set equal to 0.72. 
Based on dimensional analysis, it is assumed that the extent of the embedded region 
is dependent upon four non-dimensional quantities provided that Pr and 7 are fixed. 
These four quantities are Mach number (M), Reynolds number (Re), wail temperature 
ratio (Ttu/Tatu) and the relative pressure change in the inviscid flow, (Ap/pre/), vvhere 
Pre/ is a reference pressure. The relative change in pressure for aji inviscid flow is easily 
determined for simple geometries if the freestream Mach number is known [53]. In 
addition, this study is limited to an adiabatic wail condition so the ratio (Tu,/Tau;) is 
assumed to be equal to one. 
Under these assumptions, correlation functions were sought that have the general 
form; 
(4.4) 
Since the IPNS algorithm is able to compute accurate solutions over a wide range of 
flow conditions (as shown in the ne.Kt chapter), it Wcis used to generate the results needed 
for the determination of the empirical correlations. Flowfields involving two-dimensional 
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compression ramps (25 cases) and shock impingements (20 cases) were computed and 
these results are given in Tables A.l and A.3. respectively. The computed results for 
expansion comers are shown in Tables A.o, and A.6 for (20 cases) and Id (25 cases), 
respectively. In addition to the numerical results, experimental data were obtained from 
the literature, Refs. [54-60], and these residts are presented in Tables A.2 and A.4 for 
compression ramps and shock impingements, respectively. Suitable expansion comer 
experimental data Wtis not found for the range of data considered. The Mach number 
and Reynolds numbers considered were chosen so that the effects of strong hypersonic 
interaction were negligible (i.e., x 1)- In addition, the flows considered include only 
those with adiabatic wall boimdary conditions. The present study was also limited to 
flowfields with expansion comers where the flow remained unsepaxated. Preliminary 
results from exaxoining the data of Wu et al. [61] indicate that separated expansions 
have less upstream infl^uence than attached expansions. Further study is required to 
verify this result. 
The computed (grid-independent) results were used to determine the exponents and 
constants in Eq. (4.4). The data obtained from the numerical study covered a Mach 
number range from 2.0 to 6.06 with the majority of data between 2.0 and 3.0. The range 
of Rejmolds numbers was from 1 x lO"* to 8 x 10®. The beginning of the interaction region 
was defined as the location where the skin-friction coefficient differed from the computed 
undisturbed flat-plate value by 1 percent relative to the undisturbed value. 
The method used to determine the extent of the embedded region from the experi­
mental data was not as precise as the method used for the numerical data. The values 
obtained are dependent on the graphs presented by the authors in their reports and the 
subsequent interpretation of the data in the present study. 
The correlation fimctions were determined from a least-squares statistical analysis 
of the computed data in conjunction with consideration of physical correctness. An ex­
ample of physical correctness would exclude correlations that implied a nonzero value of 
IS 
the IPN'S length / if Ap was zero. The final forms of the upstream influence correlation 
functions are given by: 
Compressioa Ramp Flowfields: 
3/8 
^ I. (ApY" Rei.'" 
'  4  [ p j  
Shock Impingement Flowfields: 
2 \PooJ Mc *•00 
Expansion Comer Flowfields: 
These correlation functions are plotted in Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 along with the 
numerical and experimental data for the compression ramp, shock impingement and 
expansion comer cases, respectively. It is clear that the correlation functions accurately 
predict the upstream influence over a wide range of flow conditions. The scatter in the 
experimental data with the correlation fimctions is due to the difficulty in interpreting 
the experimental data as discussed earlier and other factors that are associated with 
performing experiments in general. 
The preceding results indicate that the upstream influence associated with ramp 
flowfields is different from that of shock impingement flowfields. This is due in part 
to the fact that the boundary layer induces a small turning angle which produces an 
effective increase in pressure change for shock impingement flowfields and an effective 
decrease in pressure change for ramp flowfields. These results also indicate that the 
upstream influence of attached expeinsions has a maximum given by: 
k  
SL 
I /ReL^/^ , \ 
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Figure 4.4 Correlation function for expansion comers - /„. 
This result was obtained after a thorough numerical investigation and suggests that 
the location of the first noticeable acceleration of a supersonic attached flow is indepen­
dent of the downstream pressure for large angles. The exponent for the relative change 
in pressure in Eq. (4.7) is unusually small. The value of this e.xponent vvjis obtained 
to best provide a correlation that implies a zero value for as Ap approaches zero. 
.A.nother suitable form for the correlation could be written as: 
= I = S + is) (•1-9) 
where Ci and C2 are arbitraxy constants. This form may result in a more physically ac­
curate description of the upstream influence with regard to variations in relative changes 
in pressure. However, the form used in Eq. (4.7) is chosen here as a reasonable approx­
imation. 
For the compression flows (ramps and shock impingements), the downstream bound-
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axy of the strong iateractioa region was determined in a more approximate way. For 
these cases the computed solution was excimined and the location of the downstream 
boundary was determined by examining the skin-friction coeflScient as a function of x. 
A relatively constant value of skin-friction coeflScient was used to define the end of the 
embedded region. It was found that this technique was reasonably accurate as will be 
shown later in this paper. 
For the expansion comer flowfields, the technique used to define the downstream 
boundary of the strong interaction region was more precise. For this criterion, the 
reader may wish to closely examine Fig. 4.5. This figure is a schematic of the computed 
skin-friction coefficient near the downstream boundary of the IPNS region. The discon­
tinuity in the solid line is due to the flowfield being computed with different governing 
equations. The full streamwise pressure gradient is retained upstream of the disconti­
nuity, and Vigneron's [18] approximation is used downstream of this point. The dotted 
line represents the computed solution if the IPNS method were to be used downstream 
of the discontinuity. It should be noted that both solutions gradually approach each 
other as the streamwise distance increases. The streamwise location of points .A and B 
is the location where the slope (dCjIdx) in the PNS solution first becomes greater than 
the slope of the IPNS solution given by the dotted line. 
.A measure of the difference between the two solutions can be written in terms of the 
skin-friction at points .A and B, and an appropriate length scale. The criterion used to 
determine the downstream length (/j) for expansion comers was: 
( C M )  -  C j { B ) ) / { C f M L )  = 0.75 (4.10) 
where is the undisturbed skin-friction coefficient and SL is the boundary layer thick­
n e s s  a t  t h e  s t r e a m w i s e  s t a t i o n  L .  







Figure 4.5 Downstream IPNS boundaxy criterion for expansion comers. 
the IPNS region have different forms for compression and expansion flowfields. For 
the compression flowfields (ramps and shock impingements), the total length of the 
embedded region I was chosen to be a Linear fimction of 
/ = K /„ (4.11) 
where K is a constant. The constants determined for ramp flowfields and shock im­
pingement flowfields were 2.6 and 2.3, respectively. For expansion comer flowfields, the 
downstream length {Id) of the embedded region was found to be: 
Sl 15 V ' ReL^/' (4.12) n ) 
where is the pressure downstream of the expansion comer obtained from the inviscid 
Prandtl-Meyer expansion formulas [53]. The correlation functions given by Eqs. (4.11) 
and (4.12) are shown in Figs. 4.6. 4.7. and 4.S. 
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Figure 4.8 Correlation function for expansion comers - downstream length. 
In order to account for the approximations made in the analysis, the upstream influ­
ence functions are WTitten with an additional Seifety factor (a). Numerical experimenta­
tion indicates that a value of <7 = 1.1 — 1.2 is suflScient. The final forms of the functions 
are then given by: 
Compression Ramp Flowfields: 
/ = 2.6 U 
Shock Impingement Flowfields: 
_  l /Apy/ 'Re^  
' SL -VIoo 






Expansion Corner Flowfields: 
(4.18) 
(4.17) 
4.2 Automatic Detection of Embedded Regions 
Two approaches have been developed in this study to automatically detect and mea­
sure the extent of embedded regions that produce significant upstream effects. In the 
first approach, the body geometry is scanned before the flowfield is computed and the 
location of the embedded region is identified using the correlation functions discussed in 
the previous section. In the second approach, the flowfield is computed using the stan­
dard PNS solver until aji embedded region is detected and then the streamwise length 
of this regioa is determined using the correlation fimctions. These two approaches have 
been incorporated into the UPS code so that the detection process is completely auto­
mated with the flowfield computation. 
The practical application of the first approach is now described in more detail. First, 
it is helpful to rewrite the expression for the upstream influence distance by substituting 
Eq. (4.1) into Eq. (4.L3) (for ramps), Eq. (4.15) (for shock impingements) or Eq. (4.17) 
(for expansion comers) and evaluating the boundary-layer thickness at station L. The 
result is: 
It is important to note that the right-hand side of the above equation is a function of 
freestream conditions, the geometry of the body and wall temperature ratio. Therefore, 
this equation along with Eqs. (4.2,4.3, 4.13 - 4.18) can be used to determine the upstream 
influence distance and the extent of the embedded region prior to any computation of 
(4.19) 
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the flovvfield. To verify the accuracy of Eq. (4.19) . the predicted locations and lengths 
(with a = 1.2 for test cases (5.1,5.2, 5.3), and a = 1.1 for test cases (5.4,5.5) ) of the 
embedded regions for the test Ccises described in the next chapter are listed in Table 
4.1. The values in this table can be used to predict the stre<iniwise locations of the 
boundaries of the EPNS regions and these results are given in Table 4.2. When the 
predicted boundaries of the embedded region are compared to the resxilts presented, it is 
clear that the extent of the embedded regions axe accurately predicted using Eqs. (4.2, 
4.3,4.13 - 4.18). 
Table 4.1 Predicted Lengths of Embedded Regions by Examining Body Ge­
ometry 
Test Case Moo Re£, Ap Prer ^1,2^.4 lull h I L  m. 
5.1 3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.45 5.50 0.39 0.62 1.000 
5.2 3.00 1.68 X 10" 1.06 7.54 0.54 0.86 1.000 
5.3 2.00 2.96 X 10' 0.40 38.55 0.44 0.57 0.049 
5.4(/,) 3-00 1.68 X 10" -0.91 5.69 0.34 — 1.000 
5.4(/,) 3.00 1.68 X 10" -10.07 16.93 — 1.00 1.000 
5.5(Z„) 2.25 2.24 X 10" -0.64 6.91 0.30 — 3.730 
5.5(/i) 2.25 2.24 X 10" -1.78 12.70 — 0.55 3.730 
5.5 2.92 7.90 X 10" 0.66 12.93 0.35 0.90 20.000 
Table 4.2 Predicted x stations 
Test Case IXl* Xrf, m. 
5.1 0.610 1.620 
5.2 0.460 1.860 
5.3 0.027 0.077 
5.4 0.660 2.000 
5-0 2.610 5.800 
5.5 13.070 31.090 
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In the second approach, the local computed solution is monitored as well as the local 
body geometry to determine the extent of the embedded region. This determination is 
made during the computation so that this approach is applicable to general geometries 
and can be easily extended to three-dimensional flows. This approach h£is been applied to 
compression flowfields only, expansion flowiields are left for further study. The procedure 
developed in this study is briefly described by the following steps: 
Step 1 The standard PNS solver is employed until a user-specified location is reached 
where the automatic detection process begins. 
Step 2 The standard PNS solver resimies computations, but now the correlation 
fxmctions are evaluated at each station along the wall of the body until a 
relative change occurs that exceeds the detection criterion indicating that 
a disturbance is present. The disturbance is then clcissified as a ramp or 
shock impingement and the local wall pressure is stored to be used later in 
determining the overall relative change in pressure. 
Step 3 .\s the computation proceeds downstream, the relative change in wall pressure 
is monitored to determine the effective location of the disturbance {XL)^ and 
relative change in pressure {Ap/p)^. The extent of the embedded region is 
then computed using the correlation fimctions. 
Step 4 The standard PNS computations axe then restarted at the nearest x location 
upstream of the embedded region where the solution is stored and continued 
until the begirming of the embedded region. 
Step 0 The IPNS algorithm is then used to compute the flowfield in the embedded 
region as discussed earlier. 
This approach is described further in the following paragraphs. The first step requires 
that the user specif}' the location where the automatic detection process begins. For 
I 
example, for a flat plate flowfield, it is necessary to specify a point that is sufficiently 
far downstream such that the leading-edge effects are not significajit. 
The second step requires the monitoring of the correlation functions until the detec­
tion criterion is exceeded. This point defines the location where the relative change in 
pressure is to be measured. It should be noted that this location does not define the 
beginning of the embedded region. Since the correlation functions accurately predict 
the upstream influence for a wide range of flow conditions, these functions are normal­
ized to permit accurate detection based on the local computed solution and local body 
geometry. These functions are normalized in the following manner: 
Ramp Flowfields: 
' \ J 
Shock Impingement Flowfields: 
^  I  [ \ A p \  
'  2  \  A x p  J  M o o  
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
The computations are continued until the following criterion is met for either the ramp 
or shock impingement correlation functions: 
t (4.22) 
where e is a constant set to 0.3. This indicates that a disturbance is present. The 
disturbance is classified as a change in pressure due to geometry (ramp), or a change 
in pressure due to an impinging shock. For this study, an approximation is made to 
determine the pressure change associated with the geometry. Using an expression from 




, -J, (4.23) 
geom y ^ 
where the tximing angle St is determined from the local change in body slope. For this 
study, if the geometric change in pressure is more than 30% of the computed pressure 
change, then the disturbance is interpreted as a ramp. Otherwise it is interpreted as a 
shock impingement flowfield. 
-A.n alternative approach for the second step can be proposed by recognizing the fact 
that the disturbances detected at the wall are due to changes in pressiu-e forces relative 
to viscous forces. It can be verified using first principles [62] that the ratio of these two 
forces acting on an individual fluid element is given by: 
pressure forces _ Re Ap 
viscous forces p 4._4) 
A suitable normalized form of this relation could be used to monitor waJl distur­
bances. A possible method would be to monitor relative changes (between successive 
streamwise stations) in the following function: 
dp X 
1^-r- (4-25) dx p 
Use of this form would eliminate the need to monitor all three types of correlation 
fimctions. Instead, this form cotdd be used for any disturbance causing a significant 
change in pressure at the wall. Preliminary studies indicate that this approach can be 
used reliably, yet further study is required to verify its use. 
Step 3 is performed by monitoring the relative changes in pressure as the solution 
proceeds downstream. The effective location of the disturbance (xjr is defined as the 
location where the maximum relative change in pressure occurs in the embedded region. 
In addition, the relative changes in pressure are monitored until the local relative change 
is less than the value computed prior to the detection of the disturbance. The pressure at 
i 
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this locatioa is used to determine the overall relative change in pressure. The appropriate 
correlation function is then used to determine the location of the beginning and end of 
the embedded region. 
The fourth step is performed by restarting the PNS computations at the location 
specified in Step 1 or the nearest x station stored upstream of the embedded region. 
The computation is continued until the beginning of the IPNS region. The fifth and 
final step is identical to the IPNS method discussed earlier since the IPNS region is now 
completely specified. 
To verify the accuracy of the automatic detection and computation process, this 
approach has been applied to the first three test cases described in the next chapter. 
The results are presented in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Predicted Lengths of Embedded Regions using Automatic Pro-
cediure 
Test Case Moo Ree lull h j l  T f X ^  X d i  T T l .  
5.1 3.0 1.70 X 10-^ 0.38 1.010 0.37 0.58 0.630 1.580 
5.2 3.0 1.71 X lO'' 0.94 1.020 0.51 0.82 0.490 1.860 
5.3 2.0 2.95 X 10® 0.40 0.996 0.44 0.57 0.027 0.077 
It is cleax that these results are consistent with those of Table 4.1 and the results 
presented eaxlier in this report. The results presented in Table 4.3 are considered to be 
grid independent. 
5 RESULTS 
The new iterative paraboiized Navier-Stokes code developed in this study has been 
used to compute five 2-D laminar flow test cases. All of these test cases include embedded 
regions that produce significant upstream effects. These cases were initially computed 
by specifying the extent of the strong interaction region prior to the computation of the 
flowfield. Automatic procedures to determine the lengths of the embedded regions were 
also used as discussed in the previous chapter. The difference in residts obtained by the 
automatic procedures and the present results are negligible. 
5.1 Test Case I. Compression Ramp - 5® 
Figure 5.1 shows the geometry for the first test case which consists of a flat plate 
followed by a 5° compression ramp. The freestream Mach number is 3.0 and the Reynolds 
number based on the length of the flat plate region (£ = 1.0 m) is 1.68 x 10"*. The wall 
temperature and freestream temperature are 606.7 K and 216.7 K, respectively. The 
wall temperature is the stagnation value for the given freestream temperature and Mach 
number. These flow conditions correspond to the test case computed by Carter [63] using 
the complete Navier-Stokes equations. This case was recomputed with an adiabatic wall 
boundary condition {dT/drj = 0) and the results for wall pressure and skin friction 
coefficient are nearly identical to the results presented here. In addition, the flow in this 
case is not separated but the ramp induces significant upstream effects. 
The computations were started from freestream conditions at an x station of .0101 
M 
h L 4 
Figure 5.1 Ramp geometry 
m and continued until an x station of .1 m was reached. The computation then resumed 
using a constant stepsize until an x station of 2.0 m was reached. The first point above 
the wall was located at I x 10"^ m. The height of the computational domain varied in 
the streamwise direction. The initial angle was set to 2° until the comer was reached 
where the angle was increased to 7° downstream of the comer. The grid height was used 
along with the wall spacing to determine the appropriate Roberts stretching parameter 
[1]. The finest grid used for this case (to ensure grid independence) consisted of 90 points 
in the normal direction and 269 in the streamwise direction with 137 streamwise points 
in the IPNS region ( .5 m < x < 1.6 m). 
The computed wall pressure and skin friction are shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, respec­
tively, along with the results of Carter [63] and the results obtained using the standard 
PNS approach. The agreement between the IPNS and NS results is excellent. The 
PNS results were obtained using the same grid as the IPNS solutioa.The skin friction 
coefficient is defined as 
n du (5.1) 
where n is in a direction normal to the body surface. 
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Figure 5.3 Skin friction results for 5° ramp. 
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A grid refinement study was performed and the results are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 
0.5. These figures indicate that grid independence has been achieved. Figure 5.6 shows 
the pressure convergence history based on the root mean square (RMS) of the relative 
change in pressure in the IPNS region. The root mean square is defined as 
RMS = 
1 k^kmax / n^+l n" \ 
Wx \ Pk / 
where the stmamation is over all points (k = 1,2,...^,„oar) in the IPNS region where 
a? < 1. 
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Figure 5.4 Wall pressure - grid refinement study. 
The number of streamwise sweeps required for convergence on the finest grid was 
82. For this study, the calculations are considered to be converged when the maximum 
relative change in pressure is less than 3 x 10"''. This corresponds to an RMS value of 
about 1 X 10"''. In general, the number of streamwise sweeps required for convergence 
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Figure 5.5 Skin friction - grid refinement study 
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Figure 5.6 Pressure RMS histories. 
5.2 Test Case II. Compression Ramp - 10® 
The second test Ccise utilizes the same flow conditions as the first case but has a 
ramp angle of 10°. This case has a significant separated flow region. The grid used for 
this case was similar to the previous case. The finest grid consisted of 90 points in the 
normal direction and 309 points in the streamwise direction with 200 streamwise points 
in the IPNS region ( .5 m < x < 1.8 m). For this case and the next case, the velocity 
parameter at the boundary layer edge (Vs) was set at 9-3% of freestream velocity. 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the computed wall pressure and skin friction, respectively. 
.A.Iso shown are the NS results of Hung and MacCormack [64] and the computed PNS 
results. As before, the agreement between the IPNS results and the NS approach is 
excellent. The results from a grid refinement study are shown in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. 
Pressure RMS histories are shown in Fig. 5.II. The number of sweeps required for 
convergence (156) for the finest grid case is somewhat larger than the previous case due 
to the significant streamwise separation. 
In order to determine the computer efficiency of the present approach, the current 
test case was also computed using the Navier-Stokes code OVERFLOW [65]. The results 
obtained with the OVERFLOW code are not presented here, but it is noted that these 
results are in excellent agreement with the results computed with the IPNS method 
shown in Figs. (5.7 - 5.10). The computer time required for the OVERFLOW calculation 
was 2500 seconds on a DEC Alphastation 255. The time required (using the same grid) 
for the UPS code with the IPNS algorithm was 580 seconds while the single-sweep 
PNS calculation required only 8 seconds. The memory requirements were 22.0 MB for 
OVERFLOW, 3.8 MB for UPS/IPNS and 1.6 MB for UPS/PNS. The computational 
effort is obviously problem dependent, but this comparison illustrates the tremendous 
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Figure 5.S Skin friction results for 10° ramp. 
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Figure 5.9 Wall pressure grid refinement study. 
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Figure .5.10 Skin friction - grid refinement study. 
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Figure 5.11 Pressure RMS histories. 
5.3 Test Case III. Shock Impingement on Flat Plate 
The third test case consists of an oblique shock impinging on a laminax boundaxy 
layer developing on a flat plate. The geometry is shown in Fig. 5.12. This case cor­
responds to the experiment performed by Hakkinen et al. [54]. The freestream Mach 
number is 2.0 and the Reynolds number based on the location of the shock impingement 
point {L = .049 m.) is 2.96 x 10^. The shock angle (0) is 32.6 degrees and the plate is 
modelled with an adiabatic wall boundary condition. 
The computations were started from freestream conditions at an x station of .0011 m 
and continued until an x station of .002 m was reached. The computations then resumed 
with the conditions behind the oblique shock along the top boundary being determined 
based on the Rankine-Hugoniot shock-jump conditions. A constant step size was used 
until an x station of .079 m was reached. The finest grid consisted of 170 points in the 
normal direction and 415 in the streamwise direction with 250 points in the IPN'S region 
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Figure 5.12 Shock impingement geometry. 
(.025 m < X < .075 m ). The first point above the wall was located at I x 10"' m. The 
number of streamwise sweeps required for convergence on the finest grid was 267 and 
these results are considered to be grid independent. 
The wall pressiu"e and skin friction results axe shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14, respec­
tively. Also shown are the NS results computed by Thomas and Walters [66] and the 
PNS results. The solid symbols in Fig. 5.14 indicate where separated flow was detected 
by Hakkinen et al. but the skin friction was not measured. The IPNS results are in 
good agreement with the NS results and experimental data. It should be noted that the 
present case contains a significant region of separated flow and the FLARE approxima­
tion does affect the details of the separation as seen in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14. However, 
the extent of the separation region is in excellent agreement with the NS results and 
experimental data. Velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 5.15 and the computed results 
agree well with the experimental data. 
5.4 Test Case IV. Expansion Corner - 25° 
Figure 5.16 shows the geometry for this case which consists of a flat plate followed 
by a 25° expansion comer. The freestream Mach number is 3.0 and the Reynolds niim-
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Figure 5.14 Skin friction results 
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Figure 5.16 Expansion comer geometry. 
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ber based on the length of the flat plate region [L = 1.0 m) is 1.68 x lO**. The wall 
temperature and freestream temperature were 547.6 K and 216.67 K, respectively. The 
flow in this case is not separated but the expansion ramp induces significant upstream 
effects. 
The computation was started from freestream conditions at an x station of .0041 m 
and continued with a step size of .0121 m until an x station of .2 m. The computation 
then resumed until an x station of 2.5 m was reached. The first point above the wall was 
located at 1.0 x 10"^ m. The height of the computational domain was constant until 
the comer was reached where the angle of the upper portion of the domain was set at 5 
degrees. The height of the computational domain was used along with the wall spacing 
to determine the appropriate Roberts stretching parameter [1]. The finest grid used 
for this case consisted of 120 points in the normal direction and 245 in the streamwise 
direction with 112 streamwise points in the IPNS region (.66 m < z < 2,00 m ). 
The computed wall pressure and sicin friction are shown in Figs. 5.17 and 5.IS, 
respectively, along with the results computed with the Navier-Stokes code OVERFLOW 
[65] and the results obtained using the standard PNS approach. The agreement between 
the IPNS and NS results is excellent. The PNS results were obtained using the same 
grid as the IPNS solution. 
A grid refinement study was performed and the results are shown in Figs. 5.19 and 
5.20. These figures indicate that grid independence has been achieved. Figure 5.21 shows 
the pressure convergence history based on the root mean square (RMS) of the relative 
change in pressure in the IPNS region. The number of streamwise sweeps required for 
convergence on the finest grid was 35. 
To further demonstrate the computational eflSciency of the current approach, a grid 
refinement study was also done with the NS code OVERFLOW. The results of the grid 
refinement are shown in Figs. 5.22 and 5.23. Residual histories are shown in Fig. 5.24. 
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Figure 5.18 Skin friction results for 25° expansion. 
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Figure 5.20 Skin friction - grid refinement study. 
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Figure 5.21 Pressure RMS histories. 
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Figure 5.24 Residual histories for OVERFLOW code. 
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current method requires at least an order of magnitude less computer time and much 
less memory than the OVERFLOW code for each of the grids used. The computationai 
effort is obviously problem dependent, however these results demonstrate the tremendous 
savings that can be achieved with the current approach. 
Table 5.1 Required CPU times and memory for OVERFLOW. 
Grid CPU time, sec. Memory, MB 
70 X 161 253.5 7.0 
120 X 192 725.6 1.3.0 
120 X 255 914.6 17.0 
Table 5.2 Required CPU times ajid memory for IPNS. 
Grid CPU time, sec. Memory, MB 
70 X 151 12.6 3.3 
120 X 182 43-6 4.6 
120 X 245 82.0 4.8 
5.5 Test Case V. Wedge/expansion/ramp geometry. 
The final test case involves a more complicated geometry that produces two regions 
where upstream effects are importajit. The geometry consists of a 15° wedge followed 
by a flat plate region and then a 7" ramp. The geometry is shown in Fig. 5.25. The 
7° ramp induces a significant separated region. The lengths of the IPNS regions were 
automatically computed prior to the flowfield calculation by scanning the geometry and 
evaluating the appropriate correlation fxmctions with the inviscid flow conditions and a 
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Figure 5.26 IPNS regions for multiple embedded region case. 
The flow conditions are a Mach number of 3.0, a Reynolds number (based on the 
total length L = 35.0 m) of 1.47 x 10®, a freestream temperature of 216.67 K, and a wall 
temperature of 547.6 K. The wall temperature was chosen to be equal to the adiabatic 
wall temperature for the given Mach number and a Prandtl number of .72. 
The computations were started with freestream conditions at aji x station of .0101 m 
and continued for 50 steps using a stepsize of .004 m. The computations then resumed 
using an increasing step size until an x station of 35.0 m wcis reached. The vertical 
height of the grid varied in the streamwise direction from an initial height of 2.50 m 
with an angle of the uppermost grid line of 15° until an x station of 3.732 m was reached 
where the angle increased to 40.0°. At an x station of 20.0 m., the angle was decreased 
to 20.0°. The wall spacing was fixed at 5 x 10"^ m. and this spacing was used along 
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with the vertical height to determine the appropriate Robert's stretching parameter [1]. 
The computed wall pressure and skin friction are shown in Figs. 5.27 and •5.28. 
respectively, along with the results obtained using the standard PNS approach and the 
NS approach using the OVERFLOW code [65]. The PNS resiilts were obtained using 
the same grid as the IPNS solution. The OVERFLOW solution was obtained using the 
sajne grid with about 10 streamwise points added at the leading edge of the geometry. 
The agreement between the IPNS method and the OVERFLOW code is excellent. The 
difference in results near the leading edge is believed to be due to the grids used at 
the leading edge singiilarity. It should be noted that the standard PNS or single-sweep 
approach is noticeably inaccurate in terms of the streamwise variation of skin friction 
and wall pressure. This particular resvdt seems somewhat surprising since the body 
geometry in this case has relatively mild changes in body slope. 
The CPU time on a DEC .A.lphastation 255 for the OVERFLOW code (70 x 505) was 
2000. sec., while the time required by the IPNS code (70 x 497) was 455.0 sec. Results 
were not obtained on the finest grid with the OVERFLOW code. A grid refinement 
study was performed and the restdts are shown in Figs. 5.29 and 5.30. These figures 
indicate that grid independence has been achieved. 
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Figure 5.30 Skin friction - grid refinement results. 
6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The overall goal of the present research was to produce a new, robust PNS code that 
would significantly reduce the computer time required to calculate flows about complex 
vehicles with embedded subsonic/separated regions. The iterated parabolized Navier-
Stokes (IPNS) algorithm developed in this study has been applied to several 2-D laminar 
flow test cases. All of these test cases included embedded regions that produced signifi­
cant upstream effects. The present results compared well with Navier-Stokes results and 
experimental data. In addition, new correlation fimctions were developed that predicted 
the size of the embedded regions. These correlation functions in conjunction with the 
IPNS algorithm permit completely automatic computation of steady, laminar supersonic 
flowfields with embedded subsonic/separated regions using a space-marching code as the 
primary flow solver. 
The current approach is suitable for laminar two-dimensional flows. There are many 
opportimities to continue developing the present approach. Recommendations are made 
here to point out possible enhancements that can be made in the near future. 
• The number of sweeps required to obtain a converged solution in the IPNS regions 
is roughly equivalent to the number of streamwise points in the IPNS region. This is due 
to the implementation of the first-order accurate expression for the pressure gradient. 
Extension to second-order or use of a pseudo-time technique such as in the work of 
Bamett and Davis [20] may lead to even more substantial savings in computer time and 
resources. 
• The accuracy of the FLARE approximation remains to be verified. The terms 
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neglected in the FLARE approximation could be added to the explicit side of the differ­
enced equations, and the results computed with this technique could be compared with 
the present method. 
• Application of the IPNS algorithm to more general flowfields must be considered. 
The present study was limited to flows with a predominajitly supersonic flowfield without 
the presence of normal shocks. The ciurent algorithm could be applied to these flow-
fields as well as flowfields with a subsonic freestream. In addition, the algorithm could 
be applied to flows requiring other physical models, such as turbulent and chemically 
reacting flows. 
• Correlation functions need to be developed for more general geometries. The 
current study was limited to geometries having a single embedded region producing 
upstream influence. The correlations developed here must be altered to include regions 
having more than one change in body slope in a relatively short distance. In addition, 
the length of IPNS regions in axisymmetric, three-dimensional, and internal flows is not 
known. For these types of flows, the correlation fimctions may have to be developed 
with an integral expression for Ap/p. 
• The expansion correlation functions are not valid for separated flows. The effect 
of separation is believed to cause a reduction in the upstream influence for expansions. 
The present study was based on the assumption that the inviscid pressure distribution 
was reasonably accurate near the boundaries of the IPNS region. For separated flows 
past expansion comers, the inviscid pressure distribution is unrealistic downstream of 
the comer. Therefore, the downstream length of the IPNS region with separation may 
be very difllcidt to correlate. Further study is required to establish correlations for these 
types of flows. 
• The present study was limited to flowfields where the hypersonic strong interaction 
effect was negligible. This effect may best be incorporated by replacing the relative 





• The effects of different boundary conditions (such as cold wall temperatures or 
radiation cooling) on the correlation functions were not investigated. These conditions 
are expected to result in a reduction of the length of the IPNS region. In addition, the 
effects due to different physical models were not addressed. Chemical equilibrium or 
nonequilibriimi, thermal nonequilibrium, and catalytic wall boundary conditions may 
all significantly alter the correlation functions developed in this study. Furthermore, the 
predictions for turbulent flow can not be made using the ciurent correlations. However 
the length of the IPNS region is expected to be smaller for turbulent flows due to the 
presence of kinetic energy and pressxire fluctuations within the boundary layer. 
• The method of automatic detection could be improved by monitoring a more general 
function to detect disturbances at the wall. This would eliminate the need to monitor 




Table A.l Numerical Ramp Data 
Moo Rez, -^P/Pco L,m lu/L Ft IJ5L l / lu  
2.00 1.50 X 10^ 0..34 0.0635 .291 20.60 18.18 2.72 
2.00 2.96 X 10® 0.07 0.0490 .150 14.69 12.98 2.00 
2.00 2.96 X 10' 0.22 0.0490 .232 22.57 20.35 2.29 
2.00 2.96 X 10® 0.39 0.0490 .283 27.98 24.82 2.77 
2.00 2.96 X 10® 0.56 0.0490 .334 32.04 29.29 2.80 
2.50 2.96 X 10® 0.08 0.0490 .151 11.05 11.96 2..32 
2.50 2.96 X 10® 0.20 0.0490 .194 15.59 15.36 2.55 
2.50 2.96 X 10® 0.40 0.0490 .231 20.21 18.28 2-73 
2.50 2.96 X 10® 0.70 0.0490 .273 24.93 21.61 3.56 
.3.00 1.68 X lO-* 0.08 1.0000 .145 2.87 2.40 1-69 
3.00 1.68 X lO"' 0.21 1.0000 .250 4.12 4.13 1-80 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.45 1.0000 .310 5.48 5.12 3.26 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.73 1.0000 .405 6.57 6.69 2.98 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 1.06 1.0000 .460 7.56 7.60 2.74 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.08 3.0000 .167 4.33 4.88 1.78 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.21 3.0000 .220 6.22 6.43 2.14 
3.00 5-04 X 10" 0.45 3.0000 .307 8.27 8.98 2.63 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.73 3.0000 .367 9.92 10.73 2-77 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 1.06 3.0000 .407 11.40 11.90 2.97 
3.00 1.50 X 10® 0.34 0.0635 .244 11.21 12.31 2-64 
3.00 2.52 X 10® 0.21 15.0000 .177 11.37 11.56 2.64 
3.00 7.56 X 10® 0.21 45.0000 .153 17.16 17.33 2.31 
4.00 1.50 X 10® 0.34 0.0635 .181 7.28 7.25 2.93 
5.05 1.50 X 10® 0.34 0.0635 .154 5.13 4.86 2.95 
6.06 1.50 X 10® 0.34 0.0635 .150 3.90 3.S2 2.53 
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Table A.2 Experimental Ramp Data 
Reference Moo Ret ^P/Poo L,m IJL Ft IU /SL 
Chapman et a/[55] 1.70 1.30 X 10® 2.21 0.0290 .690 50.26 42.40 
2.00 1.80 X 10® 0.71 0.0572 .620 29.07 42.42 
99 2.00 4.20 X 10® 0.71 0.0572 .460 39.94 48.08 
n 2.00 1.26 X 10® 0.71 0.0572 .250 60.30 45.25 
n 2.30 1.30 X 10® 5.00 0.0290 .400 43.38 .32.90 
n 2.30 2.00 X 10® 5.00 0.0660 .380 50.98 42.00 
n 2.70 1.60 X 10® 3.43 0.0668 .700 32.01 39.13 
n 3.10 1.30 X 10® 10.00 0.0290 .600 35.95 26.00 
n 3.50 6.50 X 10® 13.30 0.0660 .600 60.98 56.00 
Gray et ai[56] 4.50 2.50 X 10® 1.64 0.0635 .380 13.33 17.50 
6.00 2.50 X 10® 2.47 0.0635 .460 10.10 15.30 
Simeonides et al [57] 6.00 4.00 X 10® 1.75 0.0400 .350 10.58 14.70 
Gray et a/[56] 6.00 LOO X 10® 2.47 0.0635 .400 16.98 7.30 
Lewis et a^58] 6.06 1.50 X 10® 1.80 0.0635 .400 7.30 10.20 
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Table A.3 Numerical Shock Impingement Data 
Moo Rcf, Ap/poo L.m IJL F2 IJSl Iflu 
2.00 1.50 X 10® 0.39 0.0635 .480 24.36 29.98 2.25 
2.00 2.96 X 10® 0.07 0.0490 .255 22.67 22.37 2.18 
2.00 2.96 X 10® 0.22 0.0490 .292 28.51 25.61 2.37 
2.00 2.96 X 10® 0.39 0.0490 .341 31.96 29.91 2.32 
2.00 2.96 X 10® 0.56 0.0490 .371 34.36 32.54 2.89 
3.00 1.68 X lO"* 0.07 1.0000 .240 4.80 4.05 1.92 
3.00 1.68 X 10"* 0.25 1.0000 .384 6.21 6.49 1.78 
3.00 1.68 X lO'' 0.39 1.0000 .390 6.76 6.59 1.90 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.53 1.0000 .420 7.20 7.09 2.36 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.69 1.0000 .456 7.57 7.70 2.42 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.13 3.0000 .280 8.39 8.19 1.86 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.32 3.0000 .333 10.09 9.74 2.20 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.39 3.0000 .332 10.50 9.71 2.36 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.53 3.0000 .347 11.17 10.15 2.44 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.76 3.0000 .434 12.01 12.69 2.38 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 1.01 3.0000 .453 12.70 13.25 2.55 
3.00 1.50 X 10® 0.39 0.0635 .315 16.24 15.89 2.59 
3.00 2.52 X 10® 0.39 15.0000 .305 19.98 19.94 2.18 
4.00 1.68 X 10" 0.11 1.0000 .300 3.94 4.02 1.77 
4.00 1.50 X 10® 0.39 0.0635 .283 12.18 11.33 2.41 
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Table A.4 Experimental Shock Impingement Data 
Reference Moo Ret ^P/Poo L.m IJL F2 L/SL 
Hakkinen et a/[54] 2.00 2-70 X 10^ 0.15 0.0600 -190 25.45 15.92 
rr 2.00 2.84 X 10® 0.20 0.0490 -360 27..50 31-00 
n 2.00 2.87 X 10® 0.25 0.0490 .275 28.89 23-76 
n 2.00 2.96 X 10® 0.40 0.0490 .400 32.13 35-10 
2.00 3.29 X 10® 0.91 0.0470 .522 39.50 48-30 
n 2.00 3.37 X 10® 0.32 0.0530 .238 32.36 22..30 
n 2.00 3.65 X 10® 0.75 0.0615 .587 39.61 57.20 
n 2.00 3.69 X 10® 1.16 0.0610 .609 45.30 60.06 
n 2.00 3.74 X 10® 1.40 0.0597 .550 43.40 53-90 
n 2.00 3.7.5 X 10® 0.46 0.0600 .470 .36.31 46.40 
n 2.00 3.96 X 10® 0.35 0-0612 .420 35.14 42.62 
n 2.00 4.02 X 10^ 0.47 0-0597 .447 37.50 45.70 
2.00 4.44 X 10® 1.28 0-0610 .583 47.67 62.68 
Degrez et a/[59] 2.20 9.60 X lO-* 0.50 0-0800 .400 19-46 19.20 
KaufFman et a/[60] 7.0.3 1.90 X 10® 3.58 0-2710 .280 29.80 21.00 
n 7.03 2.00 X 10® 0.40 0.2600 .192 19.64 14.75 
n 7.03 2.00 X 10® 1.63 0-2640 .261 26.00 20.04 
n 7.39 3.70 X 10® 0.43 0.2690 .201 24.18 19.54 
rt 7.39 3-70 X 10® 3.88 0.2780 .299 37.67 29.20 
n 7.39 4.00 X 10® 1.75 0.2750 .255 34.70 25.85 
n 7.62 6.30 X 10® 0.44 0.2780 .173 29.22 21.10 
n 7.62 6-60 X 10® 1.81 0.2830 .240 39.50 30.00 
r: 7.62 6.60 X 10® 4.09 0.2830 .311 46.47 38.30 
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Table A.o Expansion Comer Data for luf^L-
Moo Re£ -Ap/poo Fz 
2.00 1.68 X 10" 0.06 4.93 4.18 
2.00 1.68 X lO-* 0.11 5.28 5.02 
2.00 1.68 X lO-* 0.95 6.56 6.58 
2.00 2.52 X 10® 0.06 10.91 10.79 
2.00 2.52 X 10® 0.11 11.67 12.09 
2.00 2.52 X 10® 0.52 13.66 13.71 
2.00 2.52 X 10® 0.88 14.39 14.03 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.15 4.31 4.64 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.33 4.68 5.23 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.84 5.14 5.66 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.99 5.22 5.74 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.15 5.55 5.12 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.33 6.03 5.85 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.84 6.62 6.29 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.99 6.72 6.43 
3.00 2.52 X 10® 0.52 9.89 10.29 
3.00 2.52 X 10® 0.84 10.37 8.89 
4.00 2.52 X 10® 0.52 8.00 8.16 
4.00 2.52 X 10® 0.96 11.90 8.53 
4.00 2.52 X 10® 0.98 12.31 8.51 
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Table A.6 Expansion Comer Data for Uf^L-
Moo Ret -Ap/prf U/Si  F4 
2.00 5.04 X 10" 0.34 12.72 11-41 
2.00 5.04 X 10" 0-83 15.62 14-26 
2.00 5.04 X 10" L55 17.42 16.70 
2.00 5.04 X 10" 2.73 19.33 19-24 
2.00 5.04 X 10" 4.34 21.47 21.60 
2.00 5.04 X 10" 7.08 24.39 24.41 
2.00 5.04 X 10" 19.6 32.06 31.49 
2.00 2.52 X 10^ 2.73 41-69 43.02 
2.50 5.04 X 10" 2.73 19.42 19.24 
2.50 2.52 X 10' 2.73 39.62 43.02 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.38 5-80 6.78 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 0.78 7.81 8.11 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 1.32 9.29 9.26 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 2.73 11.57 11.10 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 5.27 12.87 13.09 
3.00 1.68 X 10" 10.07 13.61 15.39 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.27 9.58 10.78 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 0.50 12.03 12.57 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 1.32 16.30 16-04 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 2.73 19.77 19-24 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 5.27 23.20 22.68 
3.00 5.04 X 10" 10.07 25.12 26.66 
3.00 2.52 X 10= 10.07 57-73 59-62 
3.50 5.04 X 10" 2.73 19-37 19-24 
3.50 2.52 X 10^ 2.73 39-01 43.02 
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